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ABSTRACT
Guard cells are specialized cells forming stomatal pores at the leaf surface for gas exchanges between the
plant and the atmosphere. Stomata have been shown to play an important role in plant defense as a part of
the innate immune response. Plants actively close their stomata upon contact with microbes, thereby
preventing pathogen entry into the leaves and the subsequent colonization of host tissues. In this review,
we present current knowledge of molecular mechanisms and signaling pathways implicated in stomatal
defenses, with particular emphasis on plant–bacteria interactions. Stomatal defense responses begin
from the perception of pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) and activate a signaling cascade
involving the production of secondary messengers such as reactive oxygen species, nitric oxide, and
calcium for the regulation of plasma membrane ion channels. The analyses on downstream molecular
mechanisms implicated in PAMP-triggered stomatal closure have revealed extensive interplays among
the components regulating hormonal signaling pathways.We also discuss the strategies deployed by path-
ogenic bacteria to counteract stomatal immunity through the example of the phytotoxin coronatine.
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The Plant Immune System
Plants are continuously exposed to diverse phytopathogenic
microorganisms and have elaborated a variety of defense mech-
anisms to successfully avoid infection by limiting pathogen
invasion and multiplication. The first layer of the plant innate
immunity is initiated by the recognition of evolutionary conserved
elicitors called pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs)
by surface-localized pattern recognition receptors (PRRs)
(Jones and Dangl, 2006; Monaghan and Zipfel, 2012). The
Arabidopsis PPR leucine-rich repeat receptor-like kinase (LRR-
RLK) FLAGELLIN-SENSING2 (FLS2) binds to the bacterial
PAMP flagellin. Another well-characterized PPR is the EF-Tu
RECEPTOR (EFR) that recognize the bacterial elongation
factor Tu (EF-Tu). The PAMP chitin, a component of the fungal
cell wall, also induces defense responses and is recognized
by the LysM-RLK CHITIN ELICITOR RECEPTOR KINASE1
(CERK1) in Arabidopsis. Host-derived damage-associated mo-
lecular pattern (DAMP) such as plant peptides (Peps) and cell
wall fragments are released upon pathogen infection or wounding
and, like PAMPs, are able to trigger immune responses. The Ara-
bidopsis LRR-RLKs PEPR1 and PEPR2 are the PPRs for Peps,566 Molecular Plant 8, 566–581, April 2015 ª The Author 2015.and the EGF-like RLK CELL WALL-ASSOCIATED KINASE1
(WAK1) recognizes oligogalacturonides (OGs), a degradation
product of the plant cell wall (Monaghan and Zipfel, 2012).
PAMPs perception initiates a variety of basal defense responses
effective in stopping the invasion by most potential pathogens,
referred to as PAMP-triggered immunity (PTI), which mostly
includes the activation of mitogen-activated protein kinases
(MAPK), alkalinization of the extracellular space, reactive oxygen
species (ROS) and nitric oxide (NO) production, increase in Ca2+
influx, activation of the salicylic acid (SA) pathway, synthesis of
ethylene, and stomatal closure (Boller and Felix, 2009). In
return, adapted and successful pathogens secrete a number of
effector proteins through the type III secretion system (T3S) or
toxins to evade or actively suppress PTI (Jones and Dangl,
2006; Dou and Zhou, 2012). A second layer of immunity is
mediated by resistance (R) genes that directly or indirectly
recognize pathogen effectors secreted within the host cells.
This recognition activates robust defense responses such as
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pathogen invasion. This R protein-mediated defense is also
called effector-triggered immunity or ETI (Jones and Dangl,
2006).Stomata Function in Plant Development and Abiotic
Stress
Stomata are microscopic pores surrounded by a pair of guard
cells, located at the leaf epidermis. They control gas exchanges
between the leaves and the atmosphere, notably CO2 uptake
for photosynthesis and water loss during transpiration. Each
pair of guard cells regulates the aperture of its circumscribed
stomatal pore by turgor-driven volume changes. The regulation
of stomatal opening and closing is under the control of envi-
ronmental and internal signals such as light, drought, CO2 con-
centration, relative humidity, microbes, and plant hormones
(Melotto et al., 2008; Acharya and Assmann, 2009; Sirichandra
et al., 2009b).
During light-induced stomatal opening, plasma membrane anion
channel activity is reduced and the plasma membrane H+-
ATPase activity is increased, leading to H+ extrusion and acidifi-
cation of the extracellular medium. The increase in H+-ATPase
activity also results in a hyperpolarization of the membrane
potential that provides the driving force for the activation of
inward-rectifying K+ (K+in) channels mediating K
+ influx. K+ accu-
mulation, which is accompanied by an influx of anions, results
in water uptake, an increase in guard cell turgor, and sto-
matal opening (Sirichandra et al., 2009b). Stomatal closure in
response to abiotic stress, in which the phytohormone abscisic
acid (ABA) is a key regulator, is initiated when the guard cell
membrane depolarizes as a result of inhibition of H+ extrusion
combined with opening of slow (S)- and rapid (R)-type anion
channels that mediate the efflux of Cl, malate, and NO3
anions. Membrane depolarization activates voltage-regulated
outward-rectifying K+ (K+out) channels, resulting in K
+ efflux.
The consequent massive loss of solutes drives water efflux
from the guard cells and decreases guard cell turgor, narrowing
the stomatal pore (Sirichandra et al., 2009b).
It is well documented that ROS and calcium function as second
messengers in ABA signal transduction cascade in guard cells
(Wang and Song, 2008; Kim et al., 2010). ABA-induced ROS
accumulation in guard cells is mainly generated by the NADPH
oxidases respiratory burst oxidase homolog (RBOH), and muta-
tions in both RBOHD and RBOHF genes impaired ABA-induced
stomatal closing (Pei et al., 2000; Kwak et al., 2003). It is also
well known that ABA-induced stomatal closure involves two
parallel Ca2+-dependent and Ca2+-independent signaling path-
ways for the activation of anion channels (Kim et al., 2010).
ABA-stimulated ROS accumulation in guard cells activates non-
selective Ca2+-permeable cation (ICa) channels mediating Ca
2+
influx from apoplast and induces cytosolic calcium [Ca2+]cyt oscil-
lations. ABA-induced [Ca2+]cyt elevations activate the S-type
anion channels and suppress the K+in channels, leading to sto-
matal closure (Kim et al., 2010).
NO is an important regulator of ABA-induced stomatal closure
(Desikan et al., 2002; Guo et al., 2003). ABA-mediated
NO production involves NITRATE REDUCTASE (NR) and NOSYNTHASE1 (NOS1) in guard cells. It has been found that
NOS1 is a cGTPase but not an NO synthase and has been
renamed NITRIC OXIDE ASSOCIATED PROTEIN1 (NOA1)
(Moreau et al., 2008). NO production occurs downstream of
ROS production in guard cell ABA signaling (Bright et al., 2006),
and NO activates anion channels, K+out channels, and both
endomembrane and plasma membrane Ca2+ channels and
inactivates K+in channels (Garcı´a-Mata et al., 2003; Garcı´a-
Mata and Lamattina, 2013).STOMATAL IMMUNITY RESTRICTS
PATHOGEN ENTRY INTO THE LEAVES
A wide range of foliar pathogens including bacteria, fungi, oomy-
cetes, and virus are known to disrupt stomatal movements during
infection, and these aspects have been recently reviewed
(Grimmer et al., 2012; McLachlan et al., 2014). Studies have
shown that stomata are not just a passive port for pathogen
entry but play an active role in the plant innate immune
response, and the control of stomatal closure is one of the first
lines of defense against pathogen invasion (Melotto et al.,
2006). Plants can restrict pathogen entry into the leaves by
closing stomata or by inhibiting stomatal opening. Conversely,
pathogens have evolved virulence factors to counteract host
stomatal defenses by inhibiting stomatal closure or promoting
stomatal opening. The aim of this review is to discuss the
current knowledge on stomatal responses to PAMPs and
bacteria.Stomatal Closure and Reopening in Response to
Bacterial Pathogens
Most plant pathogenic bacteria must first enter plant tissues to
initiate pathogenesis, and rely on wounds or natural openings
such as hydathodes and stomata to penetrate the apoplastic
space. For example, Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris
(Xcc) enters leaves preferentially through stomata or hydathodes
depending on the Arabidopsis ecotype, while X. campestris pv.
armoraciae bacteria use mostly stomata to colonize Arabidopsis
leaves (Hugouvieux et al., 1998; Gudesblat et al., 2009). The
virulent Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato (Pst) strain DC3000
selectively moves toward open stomata to enter into the leaves
(Melotto et al., 2006). Most of studies on stomatal immunity
using bacteria have been performed on the widely used model
pathosystem Pst DC3000/Arabidopsis (Xin and He, 2013).
Pioneer works have shown that virulent Pst DC3000 induces sto-
matal closure and a decrease in stomatal conductance within 1 to
2 h post-inoculation (hpi) in Arabidopsis. However, Pst DC3000-
mediated stomatal closure is transient because stomata
reopen between 2.5 and 5 hpi (Melotto et al., 2006; Freeman
and Beattie, 2009). Pst DC3000-mediated stomatal closure
and subsequent reopening was also observed in another host
plant, tomato (Solanum lycopersicum; Melotto et al., 2006; Du
et al., 2014). Stomata reopening was attributed to the virulence
factor coronatine (COR), a polyketide toxin secreted by certain
Pseudomonas strains such as Pst DC3000 and P. syringae pv.
maculicola ES4326 (Psm ES4326). Indeed, the COR-deficient
bacteria strain Pst DC3118 is unable to reopen stomata after
3 hpi (Melotto et al., 2006). Moreover, compared with wild-type
(WT) Pst bacteria, the growth of COR-deficient Pst bacteria inMolecular Plant 8, 566–581, April 2015 ª The Author 2015. 567
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face inoculation than after direct infiltration into the apoplast
(Mittal and Davis, 1995; Brooks et al., 2004; Melotto et al.,
2006; Zeng and He, 2010). Therefore, COR-deficient bacteria
strains have been used as a tool for the functional characteriza-
tion of genes involved in bacterium-induced stomatal closure
(Melotto et al., 2006; Zeng and He, 2010; Desclos-Theveniau
et al., 2012; Du et al., 2014; Kadota et al., 2014), as well as for a
genetic screening of susceptible to coronatine-deficient Pst
DC3000 (scord) mutants (Zeng et al., 2011).
Other pathogenic bacterial strains which do not produce COR are
also able to induce stomatal closure and subsequent reopening,
as exemplified for P. syringae pv. tabaci (Pta) on its host tobacco
(Nicotiana tabacum) and for Xcc on Arabidopsis (Melotto et al.,
2006; Gudesblat et al., 2009). An unknown diffusible virulence
factor secreted in the extracellular medium is responsible for
Xcc-mediated stomatal reopening (Gudesblat et al., 2009).
Bacteria-induced stomatal closure is not exclusive to (hemi-) bio-
trophic pathogens, as the necrotrophic bacteria Pectobacterium
carotovorum ssp. carotovorum (Pcc) were also shown to cause
stomatal closure during infection (Arnaud et al., 2012; Singh
et al., 2012). Non-host bacteria such as the human pathogen
Escherichia coli strain O157:H7 and the non-pathogenic strain
Pseudomonas fluorescens A506 were shown to induce a sus-
tained stomatal closure from 1 to 8 hpi (Melotto et al., 2006;
Freeman and Beattie, 2009). Salmonella enterica bacteria,
another human pathogen, move toward stomata of lettuce
(Lactuca sativa) by chemotaxis to penetrate inner leaf tissues
in the light but not in the dark, suggesting that the pathogen
is attracted by nutrients produced during photosynthesis
(Kroupitski et al., 2009). Depending on experimental setups,
Salmonella induce either a slight stomatal closure compared
with Pst DC3000 on lettuce (Kroupitski et al., 2009), or a
significant but transient stomatal closure at 2 hpi, with a
reopening at 4 hpi, on both lettuce and Arabidopsis (Roy et al.,
2013). Whether Salmonella avoid recognition by plants or can
suppress plant defense responses and induce disease
symptoms has been a matter of debate (Schikora et al., 2012;
Melotto et al., 2014).
Thesestudies indicate that stomatal defensesareeffective against
a wide range of bacteria with different lifestyles. During the evolu-
tion, pathogenic bacteria from different genus have developed
virulence factors to counteract stomatal immunity and allow suc-
cessful penetration into the leaves (Melotto et al., 2006; Gottig
et al., 2008; Gudesblat et al., 2009; Kroupitski et al., 2009). On
the other hand, the control of stomatal opening by pathogens is
also certainly important for facilitating pathogen release and
reinfection to other plants (Grimmer et al., 2012).Recognition of Pathogens at the Leaf Surface, PAMPs
Perception by PPRs
In Arabidopsis, the promotion of stomatal closure by pathogenic
and non-pathogenic living bacteria is mediated by the perception
of PAMPs such as lipopolysaccharide (LPS), and the peptides
elf26 and flg22, the biologically active epitopes of flagellin and
EF-tu, respectively (Figure 1A; Melotto et al., 2006, Desikan
et al., 2008). The peptide flg22 induces a stomatal closure with
a concomitant decrease in stomatal conductance and also568 Molecular Plant 8, 566–581, April 2015 ª The Author 2015.inhibits light-induced stomatal opening (Melotto et al., 2006;
Zhang et al., 2008; Freeman and Beattie, 2009). The flg22
receptor FLS2, expressed in epidermal and guard cells, is
required for flg22-induced stomatal responses (Melotto et al.,
2006; Zhang et al., 2008; Mersmann et al., 2010). FLS2 plays a
prominent role in stomatal closure mediated by WT or COR-
deficient Pst bacteria and is required for resistance to spray-
inoculated WT, T3S-defective hrcC mutant, or COR-deficient
Pst bacteria (Zipfel et al., 2004; Zeng and He, 2010; Li et al.,
2014). Importantly, the fls2 mutant is as susceptible as WT
plants after infiltration–inoculation with WT or COR-deficient Pst
strains, suggesting that FLS2 does not play a major role in
post-entry defenses in the apoplast (Zipfel et al., 2004; Zeng
and He, 2010). On the other hand, stomata of fls2 mutant still
close in response to LPS treatment and E. coli inoculation
(Melotto et al., 2006). Because bacteria are supposed to carry
multiple PAMPs and fls2 mutant is defective in only one PAMP
(flg22), these reports suggest that FLS2 is the main PPR in
guard cells that recognize Pst DC3000 during early invasion.
Alternatively, Pst DC3000-derived flagellin could be more potent
for Pst-induced stomatal closure than other PAMPs, probably
because flagellin is necessary for the bacteria to swim through
stomatal pores and to invade the apoplastic space.
The PAMP EF-Tu peptide 26 (elf26) derived from E. coli is able to
close stomata, and EFR is expressed in guard cells (Desikan
et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009). On the other hand, EFR seems not
to be required for stomatal closure induced by COR-deficient
Pst bacteria and for resistance to spray-inoculated Pst COR,
suggesting that EFR is not essential for stomatal defense against
Pst bacteria (Zeng and He, 2010). However, it is known that elf26
from Agrobacterium tumefaciens and Erwinia amylovora as well
as flg22 are much more effective than elf26 from Pst in inducing
PTI (Kunze et al., 2004; Zipfel et al., 2006). It is noteworthy that
elf18 from E. coli induces stomatal closure, whereas elf18 from
Pst does not induce significant stomatal closure (Zeng and He,
2010). Nevertheless, to our knowledge, elf26- or elf18-mediated
stomatal closure has not been tested in the efr1 mutant.
Upon elicitation by the peptides flg22 or elf18, FLS2 or EFR
rapidly associates with the co-receptor LRR-RK BRI1-
ASSOCIATED RECEPTOR-LIKE KINASE (BAK1), inducing
phosphorylation of both proteins and downstream activation
of PTI responses (Monaghan and Zipfel, 2012). In addition
to BAK1, the receptor-like cytoplasmic kinase BOTRYTIS-
INDUCED KINASE1 (BIK1) also directly interacts with the PRR
complex and is an activator of PTI responses. BIK1 constitutively
associates with FLS2, EFR, and BAK1, and is rapidly phosphor-
ylated and released from the PPR complex upon PAMPs percep-
tion. BIK1 also associates with CERK1 and PEPR1, indicating
that BIK1 is involved in different PPR-mediated signaling path-
ways (Monaghan and Zipfel, 2012; Liu et al., 2013). Importantly,
it was recently demonstrated that BIK1 is required for flg22-
triggered stomatal closure and for resistance to surface-
inoculated Pst hrcC (Zhang et al., 2010; Li et al., 2014). These
results indicate that the FLS2/BIK1 complex is fully required
for stomatal immunity whereas, to date, no role for BAK1 in
stomatal defense has been reported.
Elicitors like the DAMP oligogalacturonic acid (OGA), a degrada-
tion product of the plant cell wall, and the fungal PAMP chitosan,
Figure 1. PAMP-Mediated ROS Production
in Guard Cells and Stomatal Closure.
(A) PAMPs and PPRs known to be implicated in
PAMP-induced stomatal closure. The bacterial
PAMPs lipopolysaccharide (LPS), flg22, and elf18/
elf26 (the active epitopes of flagellin and elonga-
tion factor Tu, respectively) as well as yeast elici-
tors (YEL) and the fungal PAMPs chitin and b-1,3
glucans induce ROS production and downstream
stomatal closure. The respective PAMPs for
LecRK-V.5 and LecRK-VI.2 are unknown but both
regulate Pst bacteria-, LPS-, flg22-, and elf26-
triggered stomatal closure. LecRK-V.5 is a nega-
tive regulator of PAMP-mediated ROS production.
The LRR-RLK FLS2 mediates flg22- and Pst-
mediated stomatal closure. The DAMPs oligoga-
lacturonides (OGs) and oligogalacturonic acid
(OGA) derived from the plant cell wall promote
ROS production and stomatal closure. The
endogenous peptide Pep3 induces ROS accu-
mulation through its LRR-RLK receptor PEPR1.
There is no evidence that the receptors of elf18/
elf26, chitin, and OGs (EFR, CERK1, and WAK1,
respectively) participate in bacteria- or PAMP-
induced stomatal closure (see text for details).
The PPRs for LPS and b-1,3 glucans are still un-
known. LecRK-VI.2 interacts with FLS2, and the
receptor-like cytoplasmic kinase BIK1 implicated
in stomatal immunity interacts with FLS2 and
PEPR1. Dashed lines and question marks indicate
uncertain connections.
(B) PAMP-mediated ROS production in Arabi-
dopsis requires the NADPH oxidase RBOHD and
apoplastic peroxidases (PRXs). The recognition of
flg22 triggers the phosphorylation of the FLS2 and
BAK1 cytoplasmic kinase domains, as well as
BIK1. Activated BIK1 is released from the PPR
complex and activates RBOHD. RBOHD pro-
duces superoxide (O2
) converted to H2O2 by
superoxide dismutases (SOD). Under the presence of a potent reductant agent, apoplastic peroxidases (PRXs) can directly produce H2O2 by their
oxidase cycle. H2O2 can freely diffuse through the plasma membrane to induce stomatal closure. Chitosan and YEL-mediated ROS production is in-
hibited by SHAM, an inhibitor of PRXs. However, the mechanisms by which chitosan and YEL activate PRXs is unknown.
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induce stomatal closure in tomato, barley, and Arabidopsis
(Figure 1A; Lee et al., 1999; Khokon et al., 2010a; Koers et al.,
2011). Other oligosaccharidic elicitors such as OGs and b-1,3
glucans, as well as yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) elicitors
(YEL), were also shown to promote stomatal closure or
inhibition of stomatal opening in grapevine and Arabidopsis
(Klusener et al., 2002; Alle`gre et al., 2009; Khokon et al.,
2010b). Although CERK1 is expressed in guard cells (Liu et al.,
2009) there is no evidence that CERK1 mediates chitin- or
chitosan-induced stomatal closure. Similarly, it is currently un-
known whether the receptor WAK1 is involved in OGs- or OGA-
triggered stomatal immunity.
The lectin receptor kinases LecRK-VI.2 and LecRK-V.5 were
shown to be positive and negative regulators of stomatal immu-
nity, respectively (Arnaud et al., 2012; Desclos-Theveniau et al.,
2012; Singh et al., 2012). LecRK-VI.2 and LecRK-V.5 affect
stomatal response to different bacterial PAMPs such as flg22,
LPS, and elf26, suggesting that they act downstream of PAMP
perception. Interestingly, it was found that LecRK-VI.2 interactswith FLS2 but seems to function independently of BIK1 or
BAK1 (Singh et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2014). The identification
of the LecRK-VI.2 and LecRK-V.5 extracellular ligands as well
as their cytoplasmic interacting partners will shed light on their
precise functions in regulating stomatal immunity.SIGNALING EVENTS DOWNSTREAM OF
PAMP PERCEPTION
ROSAct as SecondaryMessengers in Stomatal Defense
Responses
ROS, including superoxide (O2
) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2),
are widely generated under biotic stresses. Besides their antimi-
crobial activities and cell wall cross-linking properties for block-
ing pathogen ingress, ROS are also considered as a local
and systemic signaling messenger in plant defense (Torres,
2010). Two major mechanisms have been proposed for the
generation of ROS during the oxidative burst upon pathogen
attack or elicitation with PAMPs: the apoplastic peroxidases
(PRXs) and the plasma membrane NADPH oxidases (Torres,Molecular Plant 8, 566–581, April 2015 ª The Author 2015. 569
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production of O2
 from oxygen that can be converted to H2O2
by superoxide dismutase. PRXs can directly generate H2O2
from O2 under specific conditions (Figure 1B). Besides these
enzymes, apoplastic amine oxidases and oxalate oxidase can
also mediate ROS production.
ROS have been proposed to function as secondary messengers
in the promotion of stomatal closure by diverse hormones
(Desikan et al., 2006; Wang and Song, 2008). The bacterial
PAMPs flg22, elf26, and LPS induce H2O2-production in
Arabidopsis guard cells (Figure 1A; Desikan et al., 2008; Ma
et al., 2009). The DAMP Pep3, a plant peptide, and OGA/OGs
as well as other elicitors such as chitosan, b-1,3 glucan, and
YEL promote the production of ROS in guard cells of different
plant species, indicating that PAMP-induced stomatal closure re-
quires the synthesis of ROS (Lee et al., 1999; Alle`gre et al., 2009;
Srivastava et al., 2009; Khokon et al., 2010a, 2010b; Ma et al.,
2013). These results also suggest that Pep3 can potentially
induce stomatal closure. The fls2 and the pepr1 mutants are
defective in both flg22- and Pep3-induced ROS production, sug-
gesting an interdependency of PAMP flg22 and DAMP Pep
signaling on their respective receptors (Ma et al., 2013).
Many reports have demonstrated the crucial role of the NADPH
oxidase RBOHD in PAMP-induced ROS production in leaves
by means of oxidative burst assays on leaf disks or on seedlings
(Nu¨hse et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2007; Mersmann et al.,
2010). By contrast, RBOHF does not or partially contributes to
the flg22-induced oxidative burst depending on the studies
(Zhang et al., 2007; Mersmann et al., 2010). However, there is
no experimental evidence demonstrating that RBOHD is
responsible for PAMP-mediated ROS production specifically in
guard cells. Nevertheless, H2O2 is known to diffuse freely in the
apoplastic space and within cells (Allan and Fluhr, 1997) so that
H2O2 produced by epidermal cells might be able to induce
stomatal closure in neighboring guard cells.
It has been shown that RBOHD but not RBOHF is required
for PAMP- and bacteria-induced stomatal closure (Mersmann
et al., 2010; Macho et al., 2012). Infiltration–inoculation
experiments indicate that RBOHD is not required for apoplastic
defenses against Pst DC3000 (Torres et al., 2002; Zhang et al.,
2007; Chaouch et al., 2012). However, the role of RBOHD in
disease resistance at the pre-invasive stage is not clear. Conflict-
ing results have been obtained when bacteria are spray-
inoculated, and depending on plant growth conditions and Pst
strains used, the rbohD mutant displays enhanced or equal sus-
ceptibility to Pst bacteria compared with WT plants (Mersmann
et al., 2010; Macho et al., 2012; Kadota et al., 2014; Li et al.,
2014).
Interestingly, two recent studies have shown that RBOHD is
a part of the PPR complex forming ligand-independent asso-
ciations with BIK1, EFR, and FLS2 (Figure 1B). Moreover,
BIK1 directly interacts with and phosphorylates RBOHD upon
PAMP perception to regulate its activity (Kadota et al., 2014; Li
et al., 2014). RBOHD also directly interacts with FLS2 while
BAK1 shows rather a weak interaction with RBOHD in vitro
or no interaction in vivo. Importantly, BIK1-mediated RBOHD
phosphorylation is important for PAMP- and DAMP-triggered570 Molecular Plant 8, 566–581, April 2015 ª The Author 2015.oxidative burst in leaves, PAMP-triggered stomatal closure, and
resistance to surface-inoculated COR-deficient Pst bacteria
(Kadota et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014). Notably, BIK1 might
regulate additional signaling components downstream of ROS
production during stomatal immunity, as the bik1 mutant is
partially defective in H2O2-mediated stomatal closure (Li et al.,
2014). Together, these two studies highlighted a direct role of
the FLS2/BIK1 complex in the positive regulation of RBOHD
activity and stomatal defense.
Chitosan-induced stomatal closure was shown to be inhibited by
diphenyleneiodonium chloride (DPI), an inhibitor of NADPH oxi-
dases, in pea (Pisum sativum; Srivastava et al., 2009). However,
in Arabidopsis, chitosan- and YEL-induced stomatal closure
and ROS production in guard cells are not impaired in the rbohD
rbohF double mutant nor by DPI but are inhibited by salicylhy-
drooxamic acid (SHAM), an inhibitor of apoplastic peroxidases
(PRXs; Khokon et al., 2010a, 2010b). Thus, contrary to flg22,
chitosan- and YEL-mediated ROS production and stomatal
closure appear to be independent of NADPH oxidases and
dependent on PRXs in Arabidopsis (Figure 1B). The PRX(s)
specifically involved in chitosan- and YEL-induced stomatal
closure were not identified, perhaps because they belong to a
large family of 73 members (Vale´rio et al., 2004).Crosstalk between NO Production and Calcium Influx in
Stomatal Immunity
In concert with ROS, nitric oxide (NO) is known to play a role as
a signaling molecule in plant defense and in stomatal closure
induced by abiotic stress, ABA, and SA (Hao et al., 2010;
Garcı´a-Mata and Lamattina, 2013). Despite a limited number
of reports, NO also seems important for stomatal immunity
(Figure 2). Treatment of plant with the NO donor sodium
nitroprusside (SNP) is known to induce stomatal closure
(Desikan et al., 2002). Moreover, flg22 and LPS induce a rapid
production of NO in guard cells (Melotto et al., 2006; Ali et al.,
2007). Just as for ROS, both flg22- and Pep3-induced NO pro-
duction in guard cells was reduced in the fls2 and pepr1mutants
(Ma et al., 2013).
PAMP-induced stomatal closure requires the synthesis of NO
(Melotto et al., 2006; Ali et al., 2007). Indeed, treatments
with inhibitors of nitric oxide synthase (NOS) prevent LPS-
dependent NO generation in guard cells as well as PAMP- and
bacteria-induced stomatal closure (Melotto et al., 2006; Ali
et al., 2007). Importantly, NOA1 (formerly named NOS1) is
involved in LPS-dependent NO production in epidermal peels
and resistance to spray-inoculated Pst DC3000 (Zeidler et al.,
2004). Because ABA- and SA-mediated stomatal closure is
dependent on NOS1/NOA1 (Guo et al., 2003; Sun et al., 2010),
one can speculate that NOA1 might be also implicated in
PAMP-induced stomatal closure.
It has been shown that NO acts downstream of H2O2 during
chitosan-induced stomatal closure in pea and Arabidopsis
(Srivastava et al., 2009; Khokon et al., 2010a). The NO
scavenger cPTIO does not impair chitosan-induced ROSproduc-
tion in Arabidopsis guard cells, and chitosan- and YEL-induced
NO production occurs downstream of ROS generated by
SHAM-sensitive PRXs (Khokon et al., 2010a, 2010b). One of the
Figure 2. SA and ABA Signaling Pathways
Positively Regulate Stomatal Immunity.
During PAMP-triggered stomatal closure, H2O2
is produced by the NADPH oxidase RBOHD
or by apoplastic peroxidases (PRXs). RBOHF
and PRXs are respectively required for ABA- and
SA-mediated ROS production. Together with
RBOHF, RBOHD has an additive effect on ABA-
mediated closure. Downstream secondary mes-
sengers such as H2O2, NO, and Ca
2+ as well as
inward calcium ICa channels, S-type anion efflux
channels (notably SLAC1), and inward K+ (K+in)
channels are largely shared by PAMPs, ABA, and
SA signaling pathways in guard cells. The accu-
mulation of cytoplasmic H2O2 induces NO pro-
duction mediated by NOA1. PAMPs and H2O2 can
directly activate ICa channels, such as GCN2/
DND1, leading to transient elevations of [Ca2+]cyt.
Importantly, SA seems not to induce [Ca2+]cyt el-
evations. Increases in [Ca2+]cyt and H2O2 accu-
mulation inhibit K+in channels and also activate
SLAC1. Whether PAMPs can directly activate
SLAC1 in guard cells independently of H2O2 pro-
duction or calcium elevations is unknown. flg22 may inhibit the plasma membrane H+-ATPase (AHA1/OST2) by (de)phosphorylation. Elements of ABA or
SA signaling pathways involved in stomatal immunity are depicted in blue and green, respectively. Under resting conditions, the protein phosphatases 2C
PP2CA, ABI1, and ABI2 negatively regulate ABA signaling. When the ABA level increases, the inhibitory effect of PP2Cs is released by their binding to the
ABA-RCAR/PYR/PYL (RCARs) complexes, allowing OST1 to activate downstream targets such as SLAC1 and possibly RBOHF (see text for details). ABA
signaling elements GPA1 and AGB1 inhibit K+in channels, and GPA1 activates H2O2 production in guard cells. Acting downstream of H2O2 production,
MPK9 and MPK12 redundantly activate S-type anion channels, and CPK6 phosphorylates and activates SLAC1. ABI2 inhibits SLAC1 activation by the
LRR-RK GRH1 which is also involved in SA-mediated stomatal closure. SA biosynthesis mediated by SID2/ICS1 and SID1/EDS5 and the SA signaling
regulator NPR1 are required for stomatal defense responses. However, downstream components in guard cells regulated by NPR1 remain to be
identified. RES oxylipins produced by LOX1 require SA to close stomata. MPK3 and MPK6 act upstream or independently of RES oxylipins, and are
activated by PAMPs and H2O2. Arrowheads designate activation and bars show inhibition. Dashed lines indicate indirect connections, filled lines show
direct interactions, and question marks denote hypothetical connections that might not occur in guard cells.
Signaling Pathways Regulating Stomatal Immunity Molecular Plantbiological effects of NO is to regulate protein activities by
S-nitrosylation. Interestingly, S-nitrosylation of RBOHD was
shown to abolish its activity, suggesting the existence of a
negative feedback regulation of NADPH oxidases by NO (Yun
et al., 2011).
Some evidence suggests that calcium (Ca2+) flux into plant cells
occurs both upstream and downstream of ROS generation and
that Ca2+ works together with NO to regulate plant innate immune
response to pathogens (reviewed in Torres, 2010; Jeandroz et al.,
2013). In Arabidopsis mesophyll cells, DAMPs and MAMPs
activate calcium channels, leading to a transient increase in
cytosolic calcium concentration [Ca2+]cyt (Jeworutzki et al.,
2010; Krol et al., 2010). In Arabidopsis guard cells, YEL and
chitosan activate a hyperpolarization-activated inward Ca2+
current (ICa) and induce transient elevations in [Ca
2+]cyt that
require the presence of extracellular Ca2+ (Figure 2; Klusener
et al., 2002; Khokon et al., 2010b). It was further confirmed
that the Ca2+ chelator EGTA inhibits YEL-mediated stomatal
closure. Interestingly, YEL-induced [Ca2+]cyt oscillations depend
on PRXs-generated ROS production and are independent of
RBOHD/F (Khokon et al., 2010b).
It was shown that EGTA or Gd3+, a blocker of ICa currents, sub-
stantially reduces LPS-activated NO generation in Arabidopsis
guard cells (Ali et al., 2007). LPS activates ICa currents in
guard cells only when the action of calmodulin (CaM) in the
cytosol is blocked by the CaM antagonist W7. The ArabidopsisCYCLIC NUCLEOTIDE GATED CHANNEL2/DEFENSE NO
DEATH1 (CNGC2/DND1) mediates cAMP-activated ICa currents,
and the dnd1mutant is partially impaired in LPS-induced NO and
H2O2 production (Figure 2; Ali et al., 2007; Ma et al., 2009).
Furthermore, LPS-mediated NO production in guard cells is in-
hibited by the CaM antagonist W7 and is dependent on Ca2+/
CaM-like 24 (CML24), a putative Ca2+-binding sensor protein (Ali
et al., 2007; Ma et al., 2008). Further work is needed to
understand the role of CNGC2 and CML24 in stomatal defense
responses.Pathogen- and PAMP-Induced Activation of Plasma
Membrane Ion Channels
Among the earliest events induced by the perception of PAMPs in
plants are changes in ion transport activities at the plasma mem-
brane. In Arabidopsismesophyll cells, flg22 and elf18 perception
triggers a rapid increase in extracellular pH (Felix et al., 1999;
Kunze et al., 2004). Moreover, flg22- and elf18-triggered depolar-
ization of the plasma membrane is accompanied by the efflux of
Cl and K+ as well as the influx of H+ (Jeworutzki et al., 2010; Krol
et al., 2010). It was postulated that PAMPs activate plasma
membrane anion channels in mesophyll cells through a Ca2+-
dependent mechanism and independently of the NADPH
oxidases RBOHD and RBOHF.
Electrophysiological studies on PAMP-triggered changes in
membrane polarization and regulation of ion channels using theMolecular Plant 8, 566–581, April 2015 ª The Author 2015. 571
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demonstrated that PAMP-triggered stomatal movements involve
the regulation of potassium (K+) channels in Arabidopsis guard
cells (Figure 2; Zhang et al., 2008; Ye et al., 2013). flg22 inhibits
K+in currents and prolonged exposure to flg22 leads to an
inhibition of K+out currents. FLS2 is required for flg22 inhibition
of inward and outward K+ currents (Zhang et al., 2008). It was
demonstrated in barley guard cells that the apoplastic pH
rapidly increases after infection with barley mildew (Blumeria
graminis) or chitin treatment (Felle et al., 2004). Moreover,
barley mildew and chitosan inhibit light-induced plasma mem-
brane hyperpolarization and activate S-type anion channels
(Koers et al., 2011). The resulting membrane depolarization
promotes K+ extrusion and stomatal closure. Recent patch-
clamp analyses indicate that YEL activates guard cell S-type
anion channels and inhibits K+in channels (Ye et al., 2013).
Interestingly, it was shown recently that mutation in the SLOW-
TYPE ANION CHANNEL1 (SLAC1) impairs flg22-mediated sto-
matal closure (Montillet et al., 2013).
Plasma membrane H+-ATPases play a major role in initiating sto-
matal opening by driving the hyperpolarization of the plasma
membrane. The plasma membrane H+-ATPase AHA1 is ex-
pressed in Arabidopsis guard cells, and constitutive activation
of AHA1 in the ost2-1D and ost2-2D dominant mutants
completely prevents ABA-, H2O2- NO-, and Ca
2+-mediated sto-
matal closure, and also impairs stomatal closure in response to
flg22, LPS, and Pst DC3000 (Merlot et al., 2007; Liu et al.,
2009). As a consequence, ost2-1D and ost2-2D mutants are
more susceptible to spray-inoculated PstDC3000 but are as sus-
ceptible as WT plants after syringe-inoculation (Liu et al., 2009).
Interestingly, activation of AHA1 also leads to inhibition of
flg22-triggered ROS burst (Keinath et al., 2010). Moreover,
flg22 treatment induces phosphorylation changes in AHA1
and AHA2 (Nu¨hse et al., 2007). Further research is needed
to determine if H+-ATPase activity is inhibited by (de)
phosphorylation after PAMP perception.HORMONAL SIGNALING PATHWAYS
INVOLVED IN STOMATAL IMMUNITY
Abscisic Acid, a Major Regulator of Stomatal Immunity?
Many plant hormones play a role in plant defense against path-
ogens (see for review Robert-Seilaniantz et al., 2011). The mode
of action of ABA in plant defense responses greatly depends on
the pathosystem studied as well as the stage of infection (Ton
et al., 2009). In the case of infection by Pst bacteria, ABA
promotes resistance at the pre-invasive stage such as stomatal
immunity while it enhances susceptibility at post-invasive
stages in the apoplast (Melotto et al., 2006; de Torres-Zabala
et al., 2007; Zeng and He, 2010; Lim et al., 2014). As already
mentioned, several studies suggest that PAMP-induced stoma-
tal closure shares a common signaling pathway with ABA-
induced stomatal closure such as H2O2 and NO accumulation,
increase in cytosolic calcium, activation of S-type anion chan-
nels, and inhibition of K+in channels (Figure 2; Klusener et al.,
2002; Melotto et al., 2006; Desikan et al., 2008; Zhang et al.,
2008). Moreover, several components of the ABA biosynthesis
and signaling pathways were shown to influence stomatal
defense responses (Melotto et al., 2006; Zeng and He, 2010).572 Molecular Plant 8, 566–581, April 2015 ª The Author 2015.Importantly, the action of ABA on stomatal immunity seems to
occur downstream of the PPR complex because fls2, bik1,
and rbohD mutants exhibit WT stomatal closure in response
to exogenous ABA (Zeng and He, 2010; Macho et al., 2012; Li
et al., 2014).
ABA is required for bacteria and PAMP-induced stomatal closure
(Melotto et al., 2006; Du et al., 2014). Reduced level of ABA in the
Arabidopsis ABA-deficient mutant aba3-1 compromises PAMP-
and Pst DC3000-induced stomatal closure, and ABA3 is required
for resistance to surface-inoculated COR-deficient Pst DC3118
bacteria (Melotto et al., 2006). Similarly, Pst DC3000-induced
stomatal closure is compromised in the ABA-deficient tomato
notabilis (not) mutant affecting the ABA synthesis NCED1 gene,
and not plants were more susceptible to dip-inoculated COR-
deficient but not WT Pst bacteria (Du et al., 2014). Moreover,
the NAC transcription factor (TF) JASMONIC ACID2 (JA2)
positively regulates ABA biosynthesis in tomato through direct
activation of NCED1 expression. Like NCED1, JA2 is involved in
flg22- and Pst-induced stomatal closure and in resistance to
surface-inoculated COR-deficient Pst bacteria. Therefore, this
recent finding indicates that the activation of ABA biosynthesis
by the JA2/NCED1 transcriptional module is crucial for stomatal
immunity (Du et al., 2014).
The core ABA signaling components include the ABA recep-
tors PYRABACTIN RESISTANCE1/PYR1-LIKE/REGULATORY
COMPONENTSOFABARECEPTOR (PYR1/PYL/RCAR), a group
of protein phosphatases 2C (PP2C), and three SNF1-related pro-
tein kinases (Joshi-Saha et al., 2011). Under normal conditions,
the OPEN STOMATA1/SNF1-RELATED PROTEIN KINASE 2.6
(OST1/SnRK2.6) is inhibited by the PP2Cs ABA-INSENSITIVE1
(ABI1) and ABI2, which are negative regulators of the ABA
signaling pathway. Under stress conditions, PYR/PYL/RCAR
binds to the accumulated ABA and in turn interacts with and in-
hibits PP2Cs, thus releasing the inhibition of OST1 by PP2Cs
(Joshi-Saha et al., 2011). OST1 directly phosphorylates and
activates SLAC1, and can also phosphorylate RBOHF (Geiger
et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009; Sirichandra et al., 2009a). It was
shown that OST1 and ABI1 act upstream and ABI2 acts
downstream of ROS production in ABA-mediated stomatal
closure (Murata et al., 2001; Mustilli et al., 2002). Importantly,
the ost1-2mutant is defective in flg22 and LPS-mediated stoma-
tal closure and is more susceptible to COR-deficient bacteria
(Melotto et al., 2006; Zeng et al., 2011). OST1 is also required
for stomatal immunity against E. coli and Salmonella bacteria
(Roy et al., 2013). In addition, it was shown that stomata
of the dominant hypermorphic mutant abi1-1 are unable to
close upon treatment with COR-deficient Pst DC3118 bacteria
(Schellenberg et al., 2010). Interestingly, LecRK-V.5, a negative
regulator of stomatal immunity, inhibits ABA signaling upstream
of ROS production. The partially closed stomatal phenotype
observed in the lecrk-V.5-1 mutant can be reverted by the
abi1-1 and abi2-1 mutations (Desclos-Theveniau et al., 2012). A
recent study indicates that besides ABI1 and ABI2, RCAR3/
PYL8 interacts with PP2CA, and overexpression of PP2CA
induces partial defects in PstDC3000-mediated stomatal closure
(Lim et al., 2014). Altogether, it seems that the ‘‘core’’ ABA
signaling pathway RCAR/PP2C/OST1 is involved in stomatal
defenses (Figure 2). Further genetic analyses would add more
clues on possible redundancies or specificities within each
Signaling Pathways Regulating Stomatal Immunity Molecular PlantRCAR, PPC2, or SnRK2 family in the regulation of stomatal
immunity.
The Gɑ and Gb subunits, GPA1 and AGB1, are other common el-
ements in PTI and ABA signaling in guard cells. Inhibition of K+in
currents and stomatal opening by ABA is impaired in gpa1 and
agb1 mutants, and GPA1 acts upstream of ROS production in
ABA signaling (Wang et al., 2001; Fan et al., 2008; Zhang et al.,
2011). Importantly, GPA1 is also involved in flg22 inhibition of
stomatal opening as well as in stomatal closure induced by WT
or COR-deficient Pst bacteria (Zhang et al., 2008; Zeng and He,
2010). Like the fls2 mutant, gpa1-3 plants are highly susceptible
to COR-deficient Pst strain when surface inoculated but not
when bacteria are directly infiltrated in the apoplast (Zeng and
He, 2010). Moreover, it was recently shown that both GPA1 and
AGB1 are important in stomatal closure induced by the non-host
bacteria Pta and in resistance to surface-inoculated Pta and viru-
lent Psm bacteria (Lee et al., 2013). Thus, GPA1 and AGB1 are
important players in stomatal defenses against bacteria.
Although a number of reports indicate that several components of
the ABA pathway are implicated in stomatal defense responses
to bacteria, two recent studies question the role of ABA as amajor
regulator in stomatal immunity (Issak et al., 2013; Montillet et al.,
2013). It was suggested that ABAdoes not directly control PAMP-
induced stomatal closure but rather contributes to potentiate
stomatal response to biotic stimuli. Indeed, YEL- and chitosan-
induced stomatal closure is not impaired in the ABA-deficient
mutant aba2-2 or in plants treated with fluridon, an inhibitor
of ABA biosynthesis (Issak et al., 2013). Moreover, ost1-2 and
aba2-1 mutants were only partially defective in flg22-triggered
stomatal closure, and ost1-2 stomata did close at high flg22 con-
centration (Montillet et al., 2013). In-gel kinase assay experiments
showed that OST1 is not activated by flg22 in cell suspension
culture, suggesting that OST1 is not required for PTI. However,
analysis of OST1 activation by PAMPs specifically in guard
cells would be more relevant, as OST1 is more highly expressed
in guard cells than in mesophyll cells (Mustilli et al., 2002).
Moreover, OST1 is likely a master regulator of stomatal
response not only to ABA but also to multiple environmental
stimuli (Merilo et al., 2013). OST1 is known to interact with
RBOHF and RBOHD and, more importantly, to activate SLAC1,
which is involved in PAMP-triggered stomatal closure (Geiger
et al., 2009; Sirichandra et al., 2009a; Acharya et al., 2013;
Montillet et al., 2013). Differences in plant growth conditions
such as the temperature, relative humidity, or light intensity
may explain the conflicting results obtained on the importance
of OST1 and ABA biosynthesis genes in PAMP-triggered immu-
nity. Notably, high relative humidity makes the stomata less
responsive to ABA and flg22 (Pantin et al., 2013; Roy et al.,
2013). Nevertheless, it was recently shown that activation of
ABA signaling also counteracts bacteria-mediated stomatal
reopening (Desclos-Theveniau et al., 2012; Lim et al., 2014).
Therefore, these studies indicate that ABA is one of the key
hormones implicated in stomatal immunity.Salicylic Acid, the Second Key Regulator of Stomatal
Immunity
The plant hormone SA plays a prominent role in modulating
plant immune responses against diverse pathogens, and thetranscriptional co-activator NONEXPRESSOR OF PR GENES1
(NPR1) was shown to be a master regulator of SA signaling
pathway (Robert-Seilaniantz et al., 2011).
In Vicia faba and Arabidopsis, SA can induce stomatal closure,
albeit at higher concentration (over 10 mM) compared with ABA
(Mori et al., 2001; Zeng and He, 2010; Khokon et al., 2011). SA-
mediated stomatal closure involves PRX-mediated extracellular
ROS production (Figure 2; Mori et al., 2001; Khokon et al.,
2011). In addition, NPR1 is required for SA-induced stomatal
closure (Zeng and He, 2010). Importantly, SA-mediated ROS pro-
duction and stomatal closure are not impaired by DPI or in rbohD
rbohF double mutant (Khokon et al., 2011). NO production is also
necessary for SA-mediated stomatal closure, and occurs down-
stream of ROS accumulation (Hao et al., 2010; Khokon et al.,
2011). SA-mediated stomatal closure and NO production are
dependent of NOA1 and the nitrate reductases NIA1 and NIA2
(Hao et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2010). Contrary to ABA, SA does
not induce Ca2+ oscillations in Arabidopsis guard cells but
extracellular Ca2+ seems to be required for SA-mediated stoma-
tal closure. Like ABA, SA suppresses K+in channel activity
(Khokon et al., 2011). Notably, PRXs are not required for ABA-
induced ROS production and stomatal closure (Khokon et al.,
2010b). Thus, ABA and SA signaling pathways leading to
stomatal closure seem to be independent at least upstream of
ROS accumulation.
Bacteria and PAMP-induced stomatal closure in Arabidopsis
depends on SA synthesis and signaling pathways. Pst DC3000-
and LPS-induced stomatal closure is compromised in plants
with reduced SA levels such as SA-deficient nahG transgenic
plants and the SA biosynthesis mutant eds16-2/sid2-2 affecting
the ISOCHORISMATE SYNTHASE1 (ICS1) gene (Melotto et al.,
2006). It was also shown that EDS5/SID1/SCORD3, a putative
transporter protein required for SA biosynthesis, and NPR1
are required for stomatal closure in response to COR-deficient
Pst bacteria (Zeng and He, 2010; Zeng et al., 2011). As a
consequence, npr1-1, eds16-2, eds5/scord3 mutants, and
nahG transgenic plants are more susceptible to surface-
inoculated COR-deficient Pst DC3118 (Melotto et al., 2006;
Zeng and He, 2010; Zeng et al., 2011). Interestingly, of the six
scord mutants defective in stomatal closure in response to
COR-deficient bacteria, four (including scord3) contain low basal
and bacterium-induced SA levels, suggesting that SA is crucial
for stomatal defenses (Zeng et al., 2011). Among these, scord6
and scord8 seem preferentially impaired in SA-mediated stoma-
tal closure. The identification of the genes affected by the scord6
and scord8mutations is of particular interest, as NPR1 is the only
SA signaling component known to be implicated in stomatal
immunity.Possible Interactions between ABA and SA Signaling
Pathways in Stomatal Defenses
EDS5/SID1, SID2, and NPR1 are not involved in ABA-induced
stomatal closure, indicating that ABA signaling in guard cells
does not require normal endogenous SA level and that NPR1
functions upstream or independently of ABA (Zeng and He,
2010; Zeng et al., 2011; Montillet et al., 2013). Interestingly, the
aba2-1 mutant is impaired in stomatal closure induced by SA at
20 mM, suggesting that normal ABA level in plant is required forMolecular Plant 8, 566–581, April 2015 ª The Author 2015. 573
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2010). From this epistatis analysis, it was suggested that SA
signaling acts upstream of ABA signaling in bacteria-induced
stomatal closure. However, SA was recently found to induce
stomatal closure in aba2-2 plants, albeit at high concentration
(200 mM), suggesting that endogenous ABA is not involved in
SA-induced stomatal closure (Issak et al., 2013). Moreover, the
ABA signaling components RBOHF and LecRK-V.5 are not
required for SA-induced stomatal closure, suggesting that ABA
and SA signaling pathways are independent (Kwak et al., 2003:
Khokon et al., 2011; Desclos-Theveniau et al., 2012). The
analysis of OST1 and GPA1 function in SA signaling in guard
cells would shed more light on ABA and SA crosstalk in
stomatal immunity.
Recently, a novel oxylipin signaling pathway regulating stomatal
immunity in an SA-dependent and ABA-independent manner
has been elucidated (Montillet et al., 2013). The guard
cell-expressed LIPOXYGENASE1 (LOX1) gene is required for
flg22- and Pst DC3000-triggered stomatal closure and for resis-
tance to spray-inoculated Pst DC3000 (Figure 2). Moreover,
both LOX1 substrates polyunsaturated fatty acids and LOX1
products fatty acid hydroperoxides, and reactive electrophile
species oxylipin (RES oxylipin), induce stomatal closure. RES
oxylipin-mediated stomatal closure requires SID1 and SID2 but
not OST1 and ABA2, and lox1 mutants exhibit WT stomatal
closure in response to SA and ABA, suggesting that LOX1 acts
independently of ABA and upstream of the SA signaling pathway.
The aforementioned reports strongly suggest that ABA and SA
signaling pathways independently control PAMP-triggered
stomatal closure. On the other hand, other studies indicate that
SA and ABA signaling pathways can converge to control stomatal
immunity. The scord7 mutant deficient in stomatal defense to
COR-deficient Pst bacteria shows defects in ABA- and SA-
mediated stomatal closure, indicating that SCORD7 probably in-
terferes with a late step common to both SA and ABA signaling
pathways (Zeng et al., 2011). Moreover, the LRR-RLK GUARD
CELL HYDROGEN PEROXIDE-RESISTANT1 (GHR1) was shown
to positively regulate flg22-, ABA-, SA-, and H2O2-mediated sto-
matal closure (Hua et al., 2012). GHR1 acts downstream of
ROS production, phosphorylates and activates SLAC1, and is
important for ABA and H2O2 activation of inward Ca
2+ currents
and S-type anion currents. Furthermore, GHR1 interacts with
ABI2 and GHR1-mediated SLAC1 activation is inhibited by
ABI2 but not by ABI1. This report suggests that GHR1 partici-
pates in crosstalk between flg22, ABA, and SA by activating
SLAC1.
In summary, during stomatal immunity the ABA and SA signaling
pathways seem independent upstream of ROS production but
interconnected downstream at the level of ion channels
(Figure 2). However, more evidence is needed to verify this
hypothesis.Role of the Protein KinasesMAPKandCDPK in Stomatal
Defense
MAPKs are known to play a role in stomatal movements in
response to ABA and H2O2 (Wang and Song, 2008). Guard cell-
specific suppression ofMPK3 expression leads to partial defects574 Molecular Plant 8, 566–581, April 2015 ª The Author 2015.in ABA inhibition of light-induced stomatal opening and H2O2-
mediated stomatal closure (Gudesblat et al., 2007). MPK3 is
also important for bacteria- and LPS-triggered stomatal closure
and resistance to dip-inoculated COR-deficient Pst DC3118
(Figure 2; Gudesblat et al., 2009). Moreover, MPK3 and MPK6
are positive regulators of flg22-triggered stomatal closure,
whereas MPK4 seems not to be involved in stomatal immunity
(Berriri et al., 2012; Montillet et al., 2013). Notably, MPK3 and
MPK6 are not involved in ABA-mediated stomatal closure
(Gudesblat et al., 2007; Montillet et al., 2013), pointing out the
difference from the signaling network regulating ABA inhibition
of stomatal opening, which is also important for stomatal
immunity as observed for GPA1 and AGB1 (Zhang et al., 2008;
Zeng and He, 2010; Lee et al., 2013). It was suggested that
MPK3 may act downstream of H2O2 in PAMP-triggered stomatal
closure (Gudesblat et al., 2009; Montillet et al., 2013). On the
other hand, MPK3 and MPK6 activation by flg22 is not affected
in the rbohD mutant, suggesting that these MAPK act upstream
or independently of the RBOHD-mediated oxidative burst
(Zhang et al., 2007; Macho et al., 2012).
The MPK9 and MPK12 act redundantly as positive regulators of
ABA- and ROS-mediated stomatal closure upstream of anion
channels and, presumably, downstream of ROS production and
[Ca2+]cyt oscillations (Jammes et al., 2009). MPK9/MPK12 also
function in chitosan- and YEL-induced stomatal closure prob-
ably downstream of ROS production and [Ca2+]cyt oscillations
(Figure 2; Salam et al., 2012; Salam et al., 2013). Moreover, the
mpk9 mpk12 double mutant is more susceptible to spray-
inoculated Pst DC3000 (Jammes et al., 2011). Intriguingly,
MPK9 andMPK12 seem not to be involved in flg22-mediated sto-
matal closure (Montillet et al., 2013). More research is definitely
needed to clarify the function of MPK3, MPK6, MPK9, and
MPK12 in guard cell signaling in response to pathogens.
In Arabidopsis, the calcium-dependent protein kinases (CDPKs)
CPK5, CPK6, and CPK11 are redundant positive regulators of
the flg22-triggered oxidative burst and apoplastic resistance to
Pst DC3000 (Boudsocq et al., 2010). However, except for CPK6
(Figure 2), little is known about CDPK function in stomatal
defense responses. It has been demonstrated that CPK6
functions in ABA-induced stomatal closure by activating S-type
anion and ICa channels independently of H2O2 production (Mori
et al., 2006). In addition, CPK6 phosphorylates and activates
SLAC1 expressed in Xenopus oocytes (Brandt et al., 2012).
Recently, a role for CPK6 in YEL-triggered stomatal closure has
been uncovered (Ye et al., 2013). In response to YEL, CPK6
activates the ICa and S-type anion channels and inhibits K
+
in
channels. These reports suggest that CPK6 acts as a positive
regulator integrating signaling pathways for stomatal response
to both abiotic and biotic stresses.Ethylene, Another Phytohormone that Potentiates
Stomatal Immunity
The gaseous hormone ethylene is produced by the plant during
PAMP-triggered immunity (Felix et al., 1999). It was shown that
the ethylene signaling components ETHYLENE RECEPTOR1
(ETR1) and ETHYLENE-INSENSITIVE2 (EIN2) participate in
flg22-elicited oxidative burst in seedlings and in accumulation
of FLS2 transcripts and proteins (Mersmann et al., 2010).
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described in Arabidopsis depending on the method used.
Ethylene does not close stomata and inhibits ABA-induced sto-
matal closure on epidermal peels, while on intact leaves ethylene
promotes stomatal closure (Tanaka et al., 2005; Desikan et al.,
2006). Both ETR1 and EIN2 are required for ethylene- and
H2O2-induced stomatal closure, and ETR1 but not EIN2 is
involved in ethylene-induced H2O2 production, suggesting that
ETR1 also acts upstream of ROS synthesis (Desikan et al.,
2005; Desikan et al., 2006). Remarkably, ETR1 and EIN2 are
also required for resistance to the disarmed Pst DC3000
DAvrPto/DAvrPtoB strain at an early stage of infection, as
well as for bacteria- and flg22-mediated stomatal closure
(Mersmann et al., 2010). Although RBOHF, but not RBOHD,
mediates ethylene-induced ROS production and stomatal
closure, RBOHF seems not to be involved in flg22-mediated sto-
matal closure (Desikan et al., 2006; Mersmann et al., 2010).
The ARABIDOPSIS HISTIDINE KINASE5 (AHK5) contributes
to ethylene-induced ROS production and stomatal closure
(Desikan et al., 2008). Interestingly, AHK5 participates in plant
resistance to surface-inoculated Pst DC3000, in Pst DC3000-
and flg22-induced stomatal closure, and in flg22-induced H2O2-
production (Desikan et al., 2008; Pham et al., 2012). Surprisingly,
ahk5 mutants were not affected in elf26-mediated ROS pro-
duction and stomatal closure (Desikan et al., 2008). More
detailed analysis demonstrated that AHK5 mediates H2O2- and
NO-mediated stomatal closure downstream of NO produc-
tion. Importantly, ETR1, EIN2, and AHK5 are not required for
ABA-mediated ROS production and stomatal closure (Desikan
et al., 2006; Desikan et al., 2008). Thus, the control of
stomatal immunity through components of the ethylene
signaling pathway seems ABA independent, at least upstream
of RBOHF-mediated ROS synthesis.
BACTERIAL VIRULENCE FACTORS AND
EFFECTORS AFFECTING STOMATAL
IMMUNITY
Plant pathogens have evolved virulence factors such as toxins or
effectors to counteract stomatal defenses as a widespread strat-
egy to gain entry into the leaves. Fungal virulence factors such as
oxalate and fusicoccin are known to promote stomatal opening
(Elmore and Coaker, 2011; Grimmer et al., 2012). The bacterial
effector HopM1 and the virulence factor syringolin A, targeting
the proteasome to modulate stomatal defenses, have been
recently reviewed (McLachlan et al., 2014). We focus in this
section on the recent findings describing the bacterial toxin
coronatine, important for Pst-mediated inhibition of stomatal
immunity.
Activation of the Jasmonate Signaling Pathway by the
Virulence Factor Coronatine
The phytotoxin COR suppresses stomatal defense and is critical
for successful Pst DC3000 virulence on host plants. The T3S-
defective hrcC mutant strain is not impaired in stomatal reopen-
ing or in increase in stomatal conductance, suggesting that Pst
DC3000-mediated stomatal reopening is COR dependent and
is independent of T3SS effectors (Melotto et al., 2006; Freeman
and Beattie, 2009). Moreover, COR treatment is able tocounteract flg22-, LPS-, and ABA-induced stomatal closure
(Melotto et al., 2006). COR acts downstream or independently
of NO accumulation in response to PAMPs or ABA and
reverses the inhibitory effect of flg22 on K+in currents, but does
not affect the flg22-mediated slow inhibition of K+out currents
(Figure 3; Melotto et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2008). It was shown
that RIN4, a negative regulator of plant immunity expressed
in guard cells, directly interacts with AHA1 and AHA2 and
increases plasma membrane H+-ATPase activity (Liu et al.,
2009). Importantly, RIN4 regulates PstDC3000-mediated stoma-
tal reopening and promotes susceptibility to spray-inoculated Pst
DC3000. These results suggest that RIN4 probably mediates
COR-dependent suppression of PAMP-triggered inhibition of
inward K+ currents via the activation of plasma membrane H+-
ATPase (Figure 3).
It is well known that COR activates the jasmonic acid (JA)
signaling pathway to repress the SA signaling pathway (Robert-
Seilaniantz et al., 2011). COR is structurally similar to the
biologically active JA-isoleucine (JA-Ile; Katsir et al., 2008).
However, the role of JA in stomatal movements is still a matter
of debate, as conflicting results have been obtained. It was
shown that methyl-JA (MeJA) induces stomatal closure (Suhita
et al., 2004; Munemasa et al., 2007; Desclos-Theveniau et al.,
2012; Hua et al., 2012) while recently, Montillet et al. (2013)
found that MeJA does not close stomata and instead reverses
RES oxylipin- and flg22-mediated stomatal closure. Importantly,
in morning glory (Ipomoea tricolor), COR and the biologically
active JA-Ile but not JA can open dark-closed stomata (Okada
et al., 2009). Depending on concentrations used and plant
growing conditions, exogenous applied MeJA, JA, and JA-Ile
may have contrasting effects on stomatal movements.
The virulence function of COR requires the CORONATINE-
INSENSITIVE1 (COI1), and both JA-Ile and COR bind to the
COI1 F-box protein of the Skp/Cullin/F-box complex (SCFCOI1).
COI1 and the MYC2 TF directly interact with JASMONATE ZIM-
domain (JAZ) transcriptional repressors (Figure 3). Binding of
JA-Ile or COR to SCFCOI1-JAZ complex promotes ubiquitination
of JAZs, leading to their degradation by the 26S proteasome.
The release of MYC2 repression by JAZs facilitates activation
of JA/COR-responsive genes (Robert-Seilaniantz et al., 2011).
Expressed in guard cells, COI1 is required for Pst DC3000-
mediated stomatal reopening as well as COR inhibition of ABA-
mediated and RES oxylipin-mediated stomatal closure (Melotto
et al., 2006; Zheng et al., 2012; Montillet et al., 2013). Likewise,
the tomato JA-INSENSITIVE1 (JAI1), homologous to the Arabi-
dopsis COI1, is implicated in Pst DC3000-mediated stomatal
reopening and promotes susceptibility to surface-inoculated
Pst DC3000 bacteria (Du et al., 2014).
Recently, it was shown that COR and Psm ES4326, but not COR-
deficient Psm, activate the expression of three Arabidopsis NAC
TF genes ANAC019, ANAC055, and ANAC072 (Zheng et al.,
2012). Interestingly, COI1 and the MYC2 TF are required for
Psm-induced expression of these NAC genes, and MYC2
directly binds to their promoters. Like coi1-3 mutant, the
anac019/anac055/anac072 triple mutant is defective in COR-
mediated stomatal reopening and is more resistant to dip-
inoculated Psm ES4326. These three NAC TFs inhibit the accu-
mulation of SA after Psm ES4326 challenge by repressing theMolecular Plant 8, 566–581, April 2015 ª The Author 2015. 575
Figure 3. Coronatine Suppresses Stomatal
Immunity by Activating the Jasmonate
Signaling Pathway.
Coronatine (COR) acts downstream of H2O2
and NO production in guard cells and reverts
PAMP-mediated inhibition of inward K+ (K+in)
currents, possibly by activating the H+-ATPase
through RIN4. Alternatively COR can inhibit
the ABA signaling pathway, probably down-
stream of H2O2 or Ca
2+ elevations. JAZ pro-
teins are transcriptional repressors of JA
responsive genes by direct binding to the
MYC transcription factor (TF). Binding of COR
to COI1 increases its affinity toward JAZ and
the SCFCOI1 ubiquitin–ligase complex (not
shown here) and catalyzes the ubiquitination
of JAZs for their degradation by the 26S
proteasome. JAZ inhibitory effects are then
relieved and MYC can directly activate the
expression of ANAC019, ANAC055, and
ANAC072 (NAC TFs) genes involved in COR-
mediated suppression of bacterium-induced
stomatal closure. In turn, NAC TFs repress
the expression of the SA biosynthesis gene
SID2/ICS1 and activate the expression of
SA metabolism genes BSMT1 and SAGT1.
The resulting decrease in SA level might
release stomatal closure induced by PAMPs.
However, the role of MYC2 and JAZ TFs in
bacterium-mediated stomatal reopening is not yet demonstrated. Arrowheads designate activation, bars show inhibition. Dashed lines indicate
indirect connections, filled lines show direct interactions, and question marks denote hypothetical connections.
Molecular Plant Signaling Pathways Regulating Stomatal Immunityexpression of the SA biosynthesis gene ICS1 and activating the
expression of SA metabolism genes SA METHYL TRANS-
FERASE1 (BSMT1) and SA GLUCOSYLTRANSFERASE1
(SAGT1). Similarly, expression of the tomato homolog NAC TF
JA2-like (JA2L) is induced by MeJA and COR in a JAI1/COI1-
dependent manner (Du et al., 2014). JA2L suppresses Pst-
induced SA accumulation through binding to the promoter of
SA METHYL TRANSFERASE1 and 2 (SAMT1 and SAMT2)
genes to activate their expression. Moreover, JA2L positively
regulates COR-mediated stomatal reopening and promotes sus-
ceptibility to surface-inoculated Pst DC3000 bacteria (Du et al.,
2014). Together, these findings suggest that COR represses
SA accumulation through SCFCOI1-mediated degradation of the
JAZ proteins, resulting in the release of MYC (Figure 3). Then
MYC2 directly activates NAC TFs, which differentially regulate
the expression of ISC1, BSMT1, and SAGT1. The decrease
in leaf SA content is probably sufficient to reverse PAMP-
triggered stomatal closure.
Some studies indicate that activation of the ABA signaling
pathway can inhibit COR-mediated stomatal opening, leading
to resistance against Pst bacteria. Activation of ABA signaling
in lecrk-V.5 mutants compromises COR-mediated inhibition
of bacteria- and PAMP-triggered stomatal closure (Desclos-
Theveniau et al., 2012). Similarly, enhanced ABA sensitivity in
RCAR3 and RCAR2 overexpressing lines or pp2ca mutants
blocks COR-mediated stomatal reopening during Pst DC3000
infection or after flg22 treatment (Lim et al., 2014). As a
consequence, RCAR3 and RCAR2 overexpressing lines, and
lecrk-V.5 and pp2ca mutants showed enhanced resistance to
dip-inoculated Pst DC3000 bacteria (Desclos-Theveniau et al.,576 Molecular Plant 8, 566–581, April 2015 ª The Author 2015.2012; Lim et al., 2014). Moreover, it was shown recently that
the LRR-RK IMPAIRED OOMYCETE SUSCEPTIBILITY1 (IOS1)
associates with FLS2, EFR, and BAK1, and inhibits Pst
DC3000-mediated reopening of stomata probably via the activa-
tion of PTI (Chen et al., 2014). However, a recent study showed
that IOS1 down-regulates ABA signaling in stomata (Hok et al.,
2014). Taken together, these results seem to contradict
previous findings indicating that the activation of the ABA
signaling pathway impedes the COR-mediated suppression of
PAMP-induced stomatal closure (Desclos-Theveniau et al.,
2012; Lim et al., 2014). Nevertheless, it was suggested that
ios1 allelic mutants exhibit different phenotypes toward ABA
sensitivity (Hok et al., 2014). More research is needed to
understand the molecular function of IOS1 in stomatal defense.Bacteria-Mediated Promotion of Stomatal Closure at
Post-Invasive Stage to Avoid Water Stress
The COR-mediated increase in stomatal conductance is only tran-
sient, anda rapiddecrease in stomatal conductancewasobserved
at 5–7 hpi with Pst DC3000 (Freeman and Beattie, 2009). As water
potential is important for Pst DC3000 survival and multiplication in
the apoplast (Wright and Beattie, 2004), it was suggested that
following successful entry into the leaves, bacteria may have
developed mechanisms to induce a late stomatal closure for
restricting water loss from the leaves and increasing water
availability to bacteria (Freeman and Beattie, 2009; Beattie,
2011). Interestingly, the hrcC mutant experiences lower and less
optimal water potentials in the apoplast compared with WT Pst
(Wright and Beattie, 2004). Moreover, Pst hrcC does not induce
a decrease in stomatal conductance between 5 and 7 hpi as
Signaling Pathways Regulating Stomatal Immunity Molecular Plantobserved in WT strain Pst DC3000, suggesting that bacterial
effectors are involved in the late stomatal closure for the control
of host water status and optimal bacterial growth (Freeman and
Beattie, 2009). It is known that T3SS-defective mutants are still
able to produce coronatine. Notably, it has been reported that
extended incubation with COR for 1 day induces ROS production
in Arabidopsis seedlings (Caman˜es et al., 2012). As suggested,
the long-lasting COR-mediated ROS accumulation may have the
potential to induce stomatal closure.
It is well known that ABA plays a negative role in plant defense
at post-invasive stages of infection (Ton et al., 2009). The
ABA biosynthesis mutant aao3 and ABA signaling mutants
abi1-1 and abi2-1 are more resistant to syringe-inoculated Pst
DC3000 (de Torres-Zabala et al., 2007). Moreover, ABA level
in plant increases after inoculation with Pst DC3000 but not
after inoculation with Pst hrpA, a mutant strain compromised
in T3SS. Interestingly, inducible in planta expression of the
T3SS effector AvrPtoB induces the expression of the ABA
biosynthesis NCED3 gene and an increase in ABA level.
However, until now the function of AvrPtoB in stomatal
movements in response to ABA or other stimuli has not been
evaluated. HopAM1, another effector, contributes to P. syringae
virulence in moderately drought-stressed Arabidopsis plants
in an ABI5-dependent manner (Goel et al., 2008). Notably,
inducible expression of HopAM1 in Arabidopsis does not
increase ABA level in plant but induces ABA-hypersensitive phe-
notypes, including an enhanced ABA-induced stomatal closure.
The identification of HopM1 targets involved in late Pst DC3000
induced stomatal closure will contribute to better understanding
of this peculiar virulence mechanism. Moreover, host plants may
have evolved strategies for stomatal opening to enhance water
loss and restrict bacteria multiplication and survival in the apo-
plast. This unexplored research area in plant bacteria interactions
clearly merits further investigation.
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
As a potential gate of entry, stomata are one of the first lines of
defense in the plant–pathogen battlefield. Many microbes and
PAMPs can induce stomatal closure but surprisingly only one
PPR, the flagellin receptor FLS2, has been shown to play a crucial
role in stomatal defense against bacteria at least in the context of
the Pst–Arabidopsis pathosystem. Although important for the
microbe fitness, PAMPs are under host-driven selection pressure
to evade recognition by PPRs. In turn, PPRs might undergo rapid
evolution to cope with the increasing diversity of PAMPs. It is
therefore important to understand the contribution of each
PAMP/PPR couple in stomatal defense and plant disease resis-
tance for different host–pathogen combinations. On the other
hand, PPRs seem to function together within a molecular com-
plex, as demonstrated with the interdependence of the receptors
PEPR1 and FLS2 in mediating Pep3- and flg22-triggered ROS
production. Moreover, even though highly controverted, FLS2
might function beyond flagellin perception as a multi-specific re-
ceptor (Monaghan and Zipfel, 2012). Some orphan PPRs such as
LecRK-V.5 and LecRK-VI.2, for which the identity of extracellular
ligand is still unknown, regulate stomatal closure in response to
multiple PAMPs and influence plant defenses against different
bacteria. The next challenge will be to identify more PPRs within
the large RLK family and to assign ligands to these diverse PRRs.The NADPH oxidase RBOHD and unknown apoplastic peroxi-
dases are responsible for ROS production in guard cells after
PAMP perception. The contribution of these two enzymatic
sources in the overall ROS production, their synergistic effects,
and their eventual interactions are still unknown and need
further clarification. Downstream of PAMP perception, sequen-
tial events in the signaling pathway appear to be in the following
order: H2O2, NO, Ca
2+, and then anion and K+ channels. How-
ever, exceptions to this model have been demonstrated, such
as the regulation of ROS production by the calcium channel
GCN2/DND1 and the direct regulation of SLAC1 by the LRR-
RK GHR1. Moreover, in mesophyll cells, PAMP-triggered acti-
vation of anion channels seems independent of the NADPH
oxidases RBOHD/F. An exciting possibility that needs to be
further explored is that PPR complexes may directly regulate
anion channels or H+-ATPase independently of ROS production
and Ca2+ oscillations.
Many components of hormonal signaling pathways are directly
implicated in or can influence stomatal immunity. Pathogen-
and PAMP-triggered stomatal closure shares common sig-
naling elements with ABA, SA, and ethylene signaling path-
ways, at least downstream of ROS generation. Strangely,
concerning the SA signaling pathway only NPR1 was identified
as regulating stomatal immunity while many ABA signaling
components are known to affect stomatal defense responses.
The characterization of NPR1 downstream targets is of crucial
importance in better understanding the role of SA in stomatal
immunity. Obviously, guard cells have evolved mechanisms
to integrate biotic and abiotic signals with plant developmental
status. Interestingly, two recent studies showed that the circa-
dian regulators PCL1, CCA1, and LHY modulate stomatal im-
munity and demonstrated a feedback regulation of clock activ-
ity by PTI (Zhang et al., 2013; Korneli et al., 2014). The analysis
of the role of plant growth hormones such as auxin and
cytokinins in stomatal defenses would add more knowledge
on how plants balance between plant development and
activation of defense responses. The intricate network of
signal transduction pathways connecting these different
stomatal functions is far from being elucidated. Clearly, future
research is needed to identify regulators implicated in
crosstalk between stomatal immunity, guard cell hormonal
signaling pathways, stomatal response to abiotic stresses,
and integration of plant growth.
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